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Description 

Israel Started This Conflict With Murder, Assault And Theft.  Mass Media pretends Hamas Struck out of the blue for no 

reason. You will not find a talking head that is not blaming Palestinians for initiating the violence. The state supported 

colonization, theft of private property, and shootings all by the Israelis are ignored. Israel shot a 16 year old boy twice in 

the back on May 5th and then held him while he bled out for 15 minutes before allowing the Red Crescent access to 

him. They also shot at his friend, who was another teenager. Two days prior on May 3rd the IDF murdered a 60 year old 

mother. They claimed she was trying to stab them but video evidence shows otherwise. 
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00:02 meanwhile the u.n --- YOUR NOTES HERE --- 

00:03 children's fund says 29 palestinian  

00:06 children  

00:07 including a one-year-old have been  

00:09 injured  

00:10 in attacks in the east jerusalem  

00:14 in a statement have said some children  

00:16 were taken to hospital for treatment  

00:18 with injuries in the head  

00:20 and the spine the un children's agency  

00:23 added that  

00:23 it has received reports of israeli  

00:26 forces hindering the work of medical  

00:28 staff  

00:28 it's called on tel aviv to allow the  

00:31 injured to be treated without  

00:32 restrictions  

00:33 the statement said eight palestinian  

00:35 children were also arrested  

00:37 the agency urged the israeli authorities  

00:39 to refrain from  

00:41 using violence against children and  

00:43 release  

00:44 all the children detained  

00:51 to get you some proper reaction to that  

00:53 story i'm going to bring in activist and  

00:55 commentator mr ryan dawson who joins us  

00:58 via skype out of osaka japan  
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01:00 uh ryan dawson as always it's good to  

01:02 see you and have you with us on the show  

01:04 you just heard two stories that i read  

01:05 about the latest that is coming in from  

01:07 that part of the world your reaction to  

01:09 it  

01:11 i'm glad you mentioned some of the  

01:13 contexts there with the evictions and  

01:15 the violence of the alaska mosque  

01:18 we have to point out when they every  

01:19 time they talk about rubber bullets  

01:21 we're really talking about rubber-coated  

01:23 steel bullets  

01:24 and they often aim for the groin the  

01:26 knees and the eyes to purposely  

01:28 uh main palestinians including children  

01:31 even babies a one-year-old was hit  

01:34 most recently this is also coming on the  

01:36 backdrop it's ramadan  

01:38 and palestinians are celebrating ramadan  

01:40 and israel intentionally closed down the  

01:42 most popular gathering places  

01:44 and the most popular mosque which they  

01:47 know  

01:48 predictably is going to agitate and  

01:50 sight violence they murdered  

01:52 a 16 year old boy shooting him in the  

01:54 back and the back of the pelvis  

01:56 his name was and he  

01:59 they shot his friend who was with him as  

02:01 well the friend he was shot had to run  

02:03 for cover  

02:04 couldn't stay to help his his dying  

02:06 friend and the israelis dragged his  

02:08 body uh toward themselves and held him  

02:10 there bleeding out for 15 minutes before  

02:12 the red crescent was allowed to get to  

02:14 him  

02:15 and so he died and they murdered a 60  

02:17 year old woman  

02:18 on in the same day and she was innocent  

02:22 as well so  

02:23 this is coming after all of that then  

02:26 they attacked alaska mosque and they  

02:28 shot down the uh  

02:29 shut down the popular gathering spots  

02:31 throughout on  

02:33 and over 136 people were injured in  

02:36 those conflicts  

02:37 83 went to the hospital and there's been  

02:39 reports that they have been  



02:40 preventing treatment for for the wounded  

02:44 uh delaying ambulances the typical  

02:47 things that israel does  

02:49 they murder children they do it in gaza  

02:51 they do it in the west bank  

02:53 they they recently bombed latakia and  

02:55 syria  

02:56 and killed a man and injured a child  

02:59 they routinely detained palestinian  

03:00 children  

03:01 and their prisons it is something else  

03:04 for the u.n to have to beg  

03:05 for a state to not commit violent acts  

03:08 to children  

03:10 and by children we're being toddlers too  

03:12 babies  

03:13 there's no line and there's no media  

03:15 coverage of this  

03:17 in the united states which is the the  

03:19 principal  

03:21 giver of aid to the israeli state they  

03:23 wouldn't be able to exist without it  

03:24 they rely on  

03:25 billions of foreign aid and yet the  

03:28 public is unaware of all the  

03:30 torture and murder that the israeli  

03:32 state routinely does to children  

03:35 the house evictions are based on what  

03:37 because they decided that all of  

03:39 jerusalem  

03:39 belongs to them and they're just going  

03:41 to kick people out of private property  

03:44 make some flimsy excuse like god gave it  

03:46 to me  

03:47 and they're stealing apartments if they  

03:49 can't i might take them like bulldoze  

03:50 them down like in the west bank  

03:53 and when's it gonna stop yes and what  

03:56 are palestinians supposed to do  

03:59 all these international organizations  

04:00 just talk talk talk and there's nothing  

04:02 ever done about it so yeah so so  

04:06 how justifiable is that ryan dawson you  

04:08 know i was just going to add to what you  

04:09 say you know about killing children and  

04:11 all and  

04:11 we can trace that back to sabra and  

04:13 shatila there is a long history of that  

04:16 uh but the fact of the matter is that  

04:18 dawson i  

04:19 mr dawson i think uh when you  



04:22 are up against resistance forces you  

04:25 know just bearing in mind that they are  

04:27 also fighting  

04:28 for something that they feel they have  

04:29 the right uh for  

04:31 you think that there is a military up  

04:34 against the resistance force and there  

04:36 is tit for tat action  

04:37 but when children are killed or are  

04:40 detained it's not as if you can sit  

04:43 silent  

04:43 and do nothing i wonder mr dawson that  

04:46 why is it  

04:48 that we're not talking about fighters or  

04:51 or resistance borders forces here why is  

04:54 it that  

04:55 you know some days have passed since the  

04:57 recent surge in these  

04:58 attacks yet we don't hear anything  

05:01 whatsoever  

05:03 from the international community and you  

05:06 know by international community i mean  

05:08 the the sections that really matter  

05:11 to to not to let israel to to get away  

05:15 with that with impunity  

05:18 well if you talk about it on social  

05:19 media you'll be banned for hate speech  

05:22 because they brand any la anything that  

05:25 zionist regime does  

05:26 gets conflated as anti-semitism  

05:29 which is ridiculous and it's not  

05:31 tit-for-tat people who don't understand  

05:33 the situation i think well palestinians  

05:35 are doing this the israelis do this and  

05:37 they're reacting back and forth to each  

05:38 other  

05:39 all of this violence is occurring in  

05:41 palestine or in military checkpoints  

05:44 israeli children in israel aren't being  

05:46 killed or targeted  

05:48 this is an occupation there's a blockade  

05:50 on gaza there's the annexation  

05:53 it's not really an occupation it's  

05:54 annexation let's call it what it really  

05:56 is in the west bank  

05:57 they're stealing private property they  

05:59 built a wall that's not even on their  

06:01 border  

06:02 beyond their border so that they could  

06:03 annex the territory between  

06:05 the demarcation line and the wall that  



06:07 they've built they're routinely doing  

06:09 violence and they allow  

06:10 settlers to burn crops and jump their  

06:13 trash on people and harass and  

06:14 bully people shoot up their houses and  

06:17 the moment a palestinian stands up for  

06:19 himself and fights back  

06:20 then the idea for the police come in and  

06:23 arrest him  

06:24 and you're seeing a lot of that in the  

06:25 united states right now where  

06:27 antifa black lives matter they can go  

06:29 and burn cities lose stores  

06:31 for the moment somebody defends himself  

06:34 that person goes to jail  

06:36 where the people that started the  

06:38 violence do not they get a pass it's  

06:39 anarcha tyranny  

06:40 the state protects one class of people  

06:42 and not another the reason it's not in  

06:44 the media  

06:45 in a lot of western nations that are  

06:47 giving israel money is pretty simple  

06:49 they have a parasitic lobby  

06:51 that either bribes or black well mails  

06:52 its way into power  

06:55 they get billions of dollars in aid and  

06:57 they recycle  

06:58 a portion of that back on lobbying  

07:01 congress for example  

07:02 in the united states there are a lot of  

07:04 jewish voters  

07:05 and there are a lot of donors the donor  

07:08 class that donate on the israeli side  

07:10 and not on the palestinian side  

07:12 palestine doesn't have a massive lobby  

07:15 and israel does and politicians don't  

07:17 possess  

07:18 a moral compass they go where their  

07:21 money goes and they go  

07:22 as careers what they think will generate  

07:24 them the most votes and it's really hard  

07:27 in america right now because of identity  

07:29 politics  

07:30 to point out the blatant racism uh and  

07:33 the occupation annexation  

07:34 violence torture the way the whole  

07:36 history of how that state was created on  

07:38 top of another state  

07:40 you can't mention it because there is  

07:43 this  



07:44 idea stemming from world war ii in the  

07:46 holocaust that  

07:48 which palestine had nothing to do with  

07:50 jews are always the victim  

07:52 and they don't make a difference between  

07:54 zionism which is a political ideology  

07:56 and judaism  

07:57 which is a religion or jewishness which  

07:59 is an ethnic group  

08:00 it's just all one thing to them and so  

08:03 any assault on zionism  

08:05 doesn't matter how true it is it doesn't  

08:07 matter how violent it is  

08:08 they take that as an attack on  

08:10 jewishness itself and  

08:12 that's the only weapon you need in  

08:13 america if you yell racism  

08:15 ism sexism xenophobia some sort of  

08:18 identitarian nonsense the argument shut  

08:21 down  

08:22 you know the opposing side is just a  

08:24 bunch of nazis and doesn't get to speak  

08:26 so nobody can advocate for palestinians  

08:28 without being labeled a racist  

08:30 and it's so backwards because  

08:34 the zionists are it is intrinsically  

08:36 racist  

08:37 what they're doing to palestinians and  

08:39 they punish palestinians collectively  

08:41 they're not these aren't soldiers  

08:43 fighting soldiers  

08:44 they've bought israel has bombed  

08:46 universities they've bombed  

08:48 agricultural centers they've attacked  

08:50 kindergartens they  

08:51 kill people sleeping in their beds in  

08:53 their homes they bomb residential areas  

08:55 and then they just say human shield and  

08:57 no one looks at it  

08:59 we cannot fix this issue without fixing  

09:02 the media and  

09:02 americans especially also the british  

09:05 the french the places with the most  

09:06 money  

09:07 need to speak up about this new trade is  

09:09 like japan they have a lot  

09:10 could do a lot and they do nothing but  

09:13 it all really is because of the power of  

09:15 the united states and the us  

09:16 money and the us is firmly on the side  

09:19 of zionism  



09:20 partly because of the bribery and also  

09:23 because of a lot of  

09:24 christian identity stronger with uh the  

09:27 jewish religion than  

09:28 with islam even though that's not what's  

09:30 actually going on  

09:31 we have a really big wall of ignorance  

09:34 to overcome  

09:35 this once somebody does know the issue  

09:38 can see the pictures the suffering and  

09:40 what's really happening  

09:41 anybody from anywhere is going to  

09:42 sympathize with the palestinians  

09:44 everyone that's ever been over there  

09:46 said there's only one side that fears  

09:48 the cameras  

09:48 and that's the israelis that's the  

09:50 israelis understandably  

09:52 uh there was insight in what you say  

09:53 ryan dawson i really appreciate  

09:55 you know sharing them with us that's mr  

09:58 dawson activist and commentator  

10:00 in osaka japan  

 

Transcript 

meanwhile the u.n  children's fund says 29 palestinian  children  including a one-year-old have been  injured  in attacks in 

the east jerusalem  in a statement have said some children  were taken to hospital for treatment  with injuries in the 

head  and the spine the un children's agency  added that  it has received reports of israeli  forces hindering the work of 

medical  staff  it's called on tel aviv to allow the  injured to be treated without  restrictions  the statement said eight 

palestinian  children were also arrested  the agency urged the israeli authorities  to refrain from  using violence against 

children and  release  all the children detained  to get you some proper reaction to that  story i'm going to bring in 

activist and  commentator mr ryan dawson who joins us  via skype out of osaka japan  uh ryan dawson as always it's 

good to  see you and have you with us on the show  you just heard two stories that i read  about the latest that is 

coming in from  that part of the world your reaction to  it  i'm glad you mentioned some of the  contexts there with the 

evictions and  the violence of the alaska mosque  we have to point out when they every  time they talk about rubber 

bullets  we're really talking about rubber-coated  steel bullets  and they often aim for the groin the  knees and the eyes 

to purposely  uh main palestinians including children  even babies a one-year-old was hit  most recently this is also 

coming on the  backdrop it's ramadan  and palestinians are celebrating ramadan  and israel intentionally closed down 

the  most popular gathering places  and the most popular mosque which they  know  predictably is going to agitate and  

sight violence they murdered  a 16 year old boy shooting him in the  back and the back of the pelvis  his name was and 

he  they shot his friend who was with him as  well the friend he was shot had to run  for cover  couldn't stay to help his 

his dying  friend and the israelis dragged his  body uh toward themselves and held him  there bleeding out for 15 

minutes before  the red crescent was allowed to get to  him  and so he died and they murdered a 60 02:17   on in the 

same day and she was innocent  as well so  this is coming after all of that then  they attacked alaska mosque and they  

shot down the uh  shut down the popular gathering spots  throughout on  and over 136 people were injured in  those 

conflicts  83 went to the hospital and there's been  reports that they have been  preventing treatment for for the 

wounded  uh delaying ambulances the typical  things that israel does  they murder children they do it in gaza  they do it 



in the west bank  they they recently bombed latakia and  syria  and killed a man and injured a child  they routinely 

detained palestinian  children  and their prisons it is something else  for the u.n to have to beg  for a state to not commit 

violent acts  to children  and by children we're being toddlers too  babies  there's no line and there's no media  coverage 

of this  in the united states which is the the  principal  giver of aid to the israeli state they  wouldn't be able to exist 

without it  they rely on  billions of foreign aid and yet the  public is unaware of all the  torture and murder that the israeli  

state routinely does to children  the house evictions are based on what  because they decided that all of  jerusalem  

belongs to them and they're just going  to kick people out of private property  make some flimsy excuse like god gave it  

to me  and they're stealing apartments if they  can't i might take them like bulldoze  them down like in the west bank  

and when's it gonna stop yes and what  are palestinians supposed to do  all these international organizations  just talk 

talk talk and there's nothing  ever done about it so yeah so so  how justifiable is that ryan dawson you  know i was just 

going to add to what you  say you know about killing children and  all and  we can trace that back to sabra and  shatila 

there is a long history of that  uh but the fact of the matter is that  dawson i  mr dawson i think uh when you  are up 

against resistance forces you  know just bearing in mind that they are  also fighting  for something that they feel they 

have  the right uh for  you think that there is a military up  against the resistance force and there  is tit for tat action  but 

when children are killed or are  detained it's not as if you can sit  silent  and do nothing i wonder mr dawson that  why is 

it  that we're not talking about fighters or  or resistance borders forces here why is  it that  you know some days have 

passed since the  recent surge in these  attacks yet we don't hear anything  whatsoever  from the international 

community and you  know by international community i mean  the the sections that really matter  to to not to let israel 

to to get away  with that with impunity  well if you talk about it on social  media you'll be banned for hate speech  

because they brand any la anything that  zionist regime does  gets conflated as anti-semitism  which is ridiculous and it's 

not  tit-for-tat people who don't understand  the situation i think well palestinians  are doing this the israelis do this and  

they're reacting back and forth to each  other  all of this violence is occurring in  palestine or in military checkpoints  

israeli children in israel aren't being  killed or targeted  this is an occupation there's a blockade  on gaza there's the 

annexation  it's not really an occupation it's  annexation let's call it what it really  is in the west bank  they're stealing 

private property they  built a wall that's not even on their  border  beyond their border so that they could  annex the 

territory between  the demarcation line and the wall that  they've built they're routinely doing  violence and they allow  

settlers to burn crops and jump their  trash on people and harass and  bully people shoot up their houses and  the 

moment a palestinian stands up for  himself and fights back  then the idea for the police come in and  arrest him  and 

you're seeing a lot of that in the  united states right now where  antifa black lives matter they can go  and burn cities lose 

stores  for the moment somebody defends himself  that person goes to jail  where the people that started the  violence 

do not they get a pass it's  anarcha tyranny  the state protects one class of people  and not another the reason it's not in  

the media  in a lot of western nations that are  giving israel money is pretty simple  they have a parasitic lobby  that 

either bribes or black well mails  its way into power  they get billions of dollars in aid and  they recycle  a portion of that 

back on lobbying  congress for example  in the united states there are a lot of  jewish voters  and there are a lot of 

donors the donor  class that donate on the israeli side  and not on the palestinian side  palestine doesn't have a massive 

lobby  and israel does and politicians don't  possess  a moral compass they go where their  money goes and they go  as 

careers what they think will generate  them the most votes and it's really hard  in america right now because of identity  

politics  to point out the blatant racism uh and  the occupation annexation  violence torture the way the whole  history 

of how that state was created on  top of another state  you can't mention it because there is  this  idea stemming from 

world war ii in the  holocaust that  which palestine had nothing to do with  jews are always the victim  and they don't 

make a difference between  zionism which is a political ideology  and judaism  which is a religion or jewishness which  is 

an ethnic group  it's just all one thing to them and so  any assault on zionism  doesn't matter how true it is it doesn't  

matter how violent it is  they take that as an attack on  jewishness itself and  that's the only weapon you need in  

america if you yell racism  ism sexism xenophobia some sort of  identitarian nonsense the argument shut  down  you 

know the opposing side is just a  bunch of nazis and doesn't get to speak  so nobody can advocate for palestinians  

without being labeled a racist  and it's so backwards because  the zionists are it is intrinsically  racist  what they're doing 



to palestinians and  they punish palestinians collectively  they're not these aren't soldiers  fighting soldiers  they've 

bought israel has bombed  universities they've bombed  agricultural centers they've attacked  kindergartens they  kill 

people sleeping in their beds in  their homes they bomb residential areas  and then they just say human shield and  no 

one looks at it  we cannot fix this issue without fixing  the media and  americans especially also the british  the french the 

places with the most  money  need to speak up about this new trade is  like japan they have a lot  could do a lot and they 

do nothing but  it all really is because of the power of  the united states and the us  money and the us is firmly on the 

side  of zionism  partly because of the bribery and also  because of a lot of  christian identity stronger with uh the  jewish 

religion than  with islam even though that's not what's  actually going on  we have a really big wall of ignorance  to 

overcome  this once somebody does know the issue  can see the pictures the suffering and  what's really happening  

anybody from anywhere is going to  sympathize with the palestinians  everyone that's ever been over there  said there's 

only one side that fears  the cameras  and that's the israelis that's the  israelis understandably  uh there was insight in 

what you say  ryan dawson i really appreciate  you know sharing them with us that's mr  dawson activist and 

commentator  in osaka japan    


